BitcoinChain Protocol Smart Payment and
NFT Marketplace on Binance Smart Chain

What Is BitcoinChain ?
BitcoinChain (BITCHAIN) is an high yield frictionless farming token that
runs on BSC Scan. It automatically offers farming yield into your wallet
without you needing to put your asset in a liquidity pool. BITCHAIN
employs 3 simple functions which increases investors’ value :
Reﬂection + LP acquisition + Burn. In each trade, the transaction is
taxed at 4% fee, 2% goes to holders and 2% goes to liquidity

Tokenomic of BITCHAIN
TOTAL SUPPLY
100,000,000,000,000 BITCHAIN

Total
Liquid

50,000,000,000,000 BITCHAIN

TOTAL BURNED
50,000,000,000,000 BITCHAIN

Tokenomic of BITCHAIN
● 100% Decentralization
No team allocation at launch means that BITCHAIN is
100% community driven. Contract creators or dev
must buy from Pancake swap just like how
community buys.
● Yield Generation Protocol
Buyers and sellers pay a tax (4%), which is
redistributed to holders. 2% is locked in liquidity and
2% is shared between all holders proportional to the
amount of $BITCHAIN held.
● Deflationary Burn
50% of the supply has been sent to the burn address.
As this address also participates in the protocol, it
accumulates more tokens, thereby effectively
removing them from circulation.

● Unruggable — 100% Safe
LP tokens were burned thereby locking initial liquidity
forever in pancake swap.
● Autolocking Liquidity
2% of each transaction is locked to liquidity forever.
This contributes to less volatility and a continuously
increasing price floor.
● Fair Launch
BITCHAIN has been stealth launched. Majority of
BITCHAIN supply was seeded as liquidity.

💎 Buy On PancakeSwap :
https://exchange.pancakeswap.ﬁnance/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x239d33aaff90297814e06c
73a8b89944909a9da2
💎 Smart Contract :
https://bscscan.com/token/0x239d33aaff90297814e06c73a8b89944909a9da2
💎 Burn LP Link :
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x9cb02000621a2b581b4f6c6b3e0a5c7b2857052d104a19c35b68aff
9b2ae9f04

🌐 Website : https://bitcoinchain.tech
🌐 Litepaper : https://bitcoinchain.tech/litepaperv2.pdf
🌐 Twitter : https://twitter.com/bitchaintech
🌐 Telegram : https://t.me/bitchaingroup
🌐 Medium : https://bitchaintech.medium.com

Hi, everyone!
This is our latest design
project, encrypted digital
currency investment wallet, you
can send money through chat,
transfer and other operations,
any of your information are
encrypted, so that you can rest
assured that your wallet is safe
enough, money will be more
and more.
#BITCHAINWALLET

You Deserve Easy Access to Cryptocurrencies
Bitchain Wallet is for you if you want to
●
●
●
●
●
●

Buy some Bitcoin in under five minutes
Easily earn interest on the crypto in your wallet
See your collectibles, art & NFTs in one place
Exchange your crypto without leaving the app
Track charts and prices within the wallet
Keep your crypto safe from hackers & scammers

LEGAL DISCLAIMER :
The information provided on this website does not constitute investment
advice, ﬁnancial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you
should not treat any of the website’s content as such. The BITCHAIN team does
not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you.
Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your ﬁnancial advisor before
making any investment decisions. By purchasing BITCHAIN, you agree that you
are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the team
harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree
that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any
support or services. You should have no expectation of any form from
BITCHAIN and its team. Although BITCHAIN is an EXPERIMENTAL token for
social experiment and not a digital currency, always make sure that you are in
compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make any
purchase.

THANK YOU!

